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Inside this issue: 

Annual Meeting of the LLPOA: May 6 

Course for Aquatic Invasive Species Detectors 

The annual meeting of the Lake Latoka  

Property Owners Association (LLPOA) has 

been move to May this year rather than April. 

The board hope that a May meeting will allow 

“snowbirds” a chance to attend. The meeting 

is at 9 a.m. at the LaGrand Town Hall, 501 

Town Hall Road NW, Alexandria.  

The agenda for this year includes the election 

of new board members. There are four terms 

expiring: Eric Nelson (President), Gary Deick, 

Doug Ahrenstroff (Treasurer) and Harvey 

Kranzler. Deick and  Ahrenstorff will seek 

 re-election. Many thanks go out to our  

retiring board members, Nelson and Kranzler. 

Nelson served on the board for four years, one 

as president. Kranzler has also been on the 

board for four years. Three of those years he 

served as treasurer.  

On the May 6 agenda is guest speaker Brian  

Bausman from the Minnesota Department of 

Transportation (MNDOT). Bausman will  

discuss the I-94 bridge plans (see article on 

page 7 for details).   

The board will discuss the completion of the 

sediment pond clean out, fish stocking update,  

a full treasurers report, approval of last years’ 

minutes, and take questions from the  

membership. 

Now is your opportunity to join the LLPOA 

board. If you have questions on becoming a 

board member, feel free to call any of the  

current board members. Their phones numbers 

are listed on page 7.  

The annual meeting is also a good time to pay 

your association dues. If you have never  

attended an annual meeting, consider doing so 

this year. It’s a great opportunity to meet other 

property owners, talk with the board members, 

express your concerns, and get informed with 

the issues that the board has been working on. 

The association is also seeking non board 

member volunteers. Volunteer opportunities 

include: boat access planting maintenance, 

publicity, membership and directory lists,  

fishing committee and boat parade. Attend the 

May 6 and see where your talents might fit! 

The strength of our lake association is as 

strong as the members who support it. 

In partnership with University of Minnesota Extension, the Minnesota Aquatic Invasive Species Research Center is offering an  

opportunity for "citizen scientists" to become Aquatic Invasive Species Detectors. Participants will learn how to identify and report 

new findings of aquatic invasive species. The program consists of a self-paced online course and one in-person workshop, offered in 

locations around the state, including Alexandria. The course fee is $175. Scholarships may be available. Learn more 

at maisrc.umn.edu/ais-detector. Please contact Eric Nelson, LLPOA President, at 320-219-7396, if you are interested. Funds are 

available from the lake association to help with the cost of the class. The class offering in Alexandria is on May 5. 

http://maisrc.umn.edu/ais-detector


After twenty years and much perseverance by the Lake Latoka 

Property Owners Association (LLPOA) board,  

the project to clean the sediment pond located at the corner of  

West Latoka Drive SW and Latoka View Lane SW has been 

completed. This project was a  

concerted effort of the LLPOA 

board, the Douglas Soil and Water  

Conservation District (SWCD),  

Douglas County Land and Resources 

and Douglas County Lakes  

Association (DCLA). 

 

The pond was designed and built to  

handle water run-off from the  

25 unit Riley’s Sunset Housing  

Addition built northwest of the pond. 

This sediment pond has been an  

issue for years as it was full and 

therefore allowing this unwanted 

sediment to drain into Lake Latoka. Years ago the berm  

between the pond and the ditch along West Latoka Drive broke 

through. The break has allowed sediment from farmland located 

to the north to also flow into the pond. This pond was never 

intended to handle run-off from the farm field so it filled up 

quickly with sediment.  

 

This unwanted sediment has been flowing into Lake Latoka for 

many years. The conflict to get the sediment pond cleaned out 

occurred because Douglas county, who issued the permit for it,   

did not put in a contingency plan for who was responsible for  

maintenance.  

 

The need to clean and repair the pond was brought to the  

attention of the LLPOA board  

several years ago and it has been 

an ongoing battle ever since. This 

past year, the  LLPOA board 

learned that a grant would be 

available through SWCD to assist 

with the sediment pond clean-out. 

Bids were received from  

multiple contractors and the work 

was completed in December 2016.  

Seventy-five percent (75%) of the 

cost was covered by the SWCD.  

The remaining 25% was covered 

by donations from some of the 

private owners in the Riley’s  

Sunset Housing Development and contributions from the DCLA 

and the LLPOA. 

The sediment pond should now function as it supposed to by 

allowing the sediment to settle at the bottom of the pond. The 

water entering the lake from the sediment pond will be cleaner. 

The LLPOA thanks the SWCD, property owners from the  

Riley’s Sunset Housing Addition, and the DCLA for their  

generous contributions to this important project.  

For a complete history on this sediment pond please visit our website 

at latokaassociation.org and then click on the April 2016 newsletter.  

Sediment Pond Clean Out has been Completed 

From the President by Eric Nelson 

regarding issues that impact water quality such as the sediment 

pond clean-out. Coordination with the DNR, regarding  

maintenance of our lake accesses, monitoring and checking for 

invasive species, and maximizing the use of fish stocking  

resources donated by members so as to provide the best return 

on that investment in our lake. The Minnesota Department of 

Transportation (MNDOT) has responded to feedback from our 

membership provided at the annual meeting two years ago in 

planning the I-94 bridge replacement and, in fact, modified their 

plan to not restrict bridge clearance for boat traffic!   

In the last year, LLPOA entered the world of social medial with 

a Facebook page and the association website is now mobile 

friendly. These are just a few benefits we get from association  

membership. So, if you ever wonder why it is important to be a 

lake association member look no further!  

Greetings, neighbors! Hope springs eternal with the resolution 

of yet another Minnesota winter. As trees begin to bud, dormant 

plants burst forth, and migratory waterfowl return to their  

summer home, I am reminded once again what a great blessing  

it is to call Lake Latoka “home”.   

In this newsletter you will read about just a few of the projects 

made possible by your  Lake Latoka Property Owner’s  

Association (LLOPA) membership, from funding of loon nests 

to fish stocking. I also want to highlight other projects that  

happen behind the scenes; that would not happen were it not for 

our lake association and the members who support it through 

dues as well as volunteering their time and energy.   

Association members conduct water testing to monitor and track 

the quality of our lake water, a project that would not happen if 

not for dedicated volunteers and funds from the LLPOA. Our 

association communicates with Land and Resource Management 
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Backhoes cleaning out the sediment pond  

(Photo provided Gary Deick) 



The bond between Minnesotans and their lakes runs deep, a 

mystical connection. But as much as we love our lakes, we 

are destroying them with some of our own practices.  

Uncontrolled run off from farms and cities, as well as poor 

lakeshore management have contributed to the demise of 

many Minnesota lakes.  

Many lakes in southern and southwestern Minnesota have  

already been drained or poisoned with too much run off.  

According to Ron Way, a former official with the Minnesota 

Pollution Control Agency (PCA), these lakes are under  

major stress and most likely cannot be restored. He believes 

a similar fate will occur in the Central Minnesota lakes  

country as well. (Minnesota Lakes: From Runoff to Ruin 

August 9, 2015 Minneapolis StarTribune) 

Every year the Douglas County Land and Resource office 

receives at least five calls per lake in Douglas County on  

unpermitted lakeshore alterations or permitted ones that have 

gone beyond what the permit allowed. The main offensives 

are clearing of trees and brush beyond what is allowed and 

expansion of decks and patios. While this number may seem 

low, it is over the course of many years that lakeshore  

alterations begins to have a negative affect on the water  

quality of a lake. When natural buffers are replaced with 

riprap and lawns to the water’s edge, it creates a nutrient 

overload on lakes. 

According to Dave Rush, Director of the Douglas County 

Land and Resource, the number one thing property owners 

can do to help protect the lake is to alter as little as possible 

of your lakeshore. Natural shoreland helps with erosion and 

promotes fish and wildlife habitat. Natural buffer zones  

between lakes and yards helps reduce lawn fertilizers from 

entering the lake. Trees and shrubs reduce erosion of  

hillsides. Preventing shoreland erosion can be accomplished 

by planting native plants. Native plants typically have a 

much greater root length. Riprapping is not a natural  

shoreline. It may look neat and clean and help with erosion, 

but it is a very sterile shoreline. Riprapping increases  

unfiltered runoff from lawns as well as destroys natural fish 

and wildlife habitat.   

Only 25’ or 25 percent of your shoreland, which ever is less, 

can be altered. Unfortunately, there were no laws regarding 

this until 1972, and there was little enforcement until 1989. 

In 1996, stricter rules were passed to protect the shoreland.  

Rush also said that overtime, property owners clear a little 

more and more, until they have altered way more than they 

should have. It is very hard to police this type of action. 

Rush encourages the public to call or email his office to report 

lakeshore violations. Without the help of private citizens his  

office is often unaware of  violations. The goal is to educate  

people and protect the lake.  

When planning any type of work to your lakeshore property, it is 

advised that you call Douglas County Land and Resource first. 

The phone number is: 320-762-3863. If you are planning to hire 

your work done, check to make sure that your contractor is  

licensed in Douglas county. Contractors who are repeatedly 

found to be in violation of a permit can have their license 

suspended or revoked. Property owners can be fined.  

Lakeshore restoration projects may seem daunting to property 

owners. There are grants available from the Douglas County Soil 

and Water Conservation District. To find out if you qualify call 

them at: 320-763-3191 EXT. 3.  

Education and understanding are key factors in protecting our 

lakes. Correct lakeshore management will preserve our lakes for 

generations to come.  
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Shoreland Alteration has Impact on our Lakes 

Before 

After 

Photos reprinted from: dnr.state.mn.us/lakescaping_examples. 

A lakeshore restoration project from Ottertail County 
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For many people who live on a Minnesota lake the return of  

the loons is a rite of spring. We look forward to that first time 

each year that we hear that unmistakable wail. Minnesota is 

home to more Common Loons than any state except Alaska. 

There are over 12,000 individual loons in Minnesota. The next 

largest population would be Maine, with approximately 5,000. 

The Common Loon is the Minnesota State Bird. It is a  

protected species in Minnesota as well as nationally. 

It’s because of his love of and fascination with loons that Brian 

Reynolds, a Lake Latoka property owner, has been helping the 

Latoka loons find a safe nesting area for the past 16 years. This 

year, with financial help from the LLPOA, Reynolds built two 

new loon nests. One will replace an aging nest and the other is 

a second nest to be added to the lake. Reynolds has found  

putting out the loons nest very rewarding but, he is finding the 

task more difficult with each passing year. He is hoping a 

younger person is interested in taking over. If you are  

interested in taking over this rewarding project, contact  

Reynolds at 320-762-1561. He is more than willing to help 

someone get started. 

Reynolds builds the 4 feet square nests using 6 inch PVC pipe 

for the frame and fencing for the bottom. Once the ice is out, 

it’s time to get the nests onto the lake. Brian adds logs, dirt, 

reeds and other vegetation to the nest. The nests are then  

anchored in place using cement blocks. According to Reynolds, 

it is critical to make sure the nesting material is high enough so 

the loon chicks can easily get out of it when it’s time for them 

to enter the water. Loon nest rafts provide alternate nest sites to 

help loons displaced from traditional sites by shoreline  

development or recreational use of lakes and they offer  

protection from natural predators. It’s important that the nests 

get placed in an area with emergent vegetation to provide  

protection from waves caused by boating activity.  

Human disturbance, according to Carroll Henderson, DNR 

Nongame Wildlife Program Supervisor, is the number one 

threat to loons. Curious boaters (motorized and nonmotorized) 

that get too close to loons puts them in danger. It is important 

to stay away from loon nesting areas. When a loon feels  

threatened, it will leave its nest and the eggs are then 

unprotected. Boating too close to adults loons with chicks in 

the water also put the chicks in danger. Adult loons can dive  

to get away from a threat. The chicks, however, cannot. It is 

best to enjoy loons from a distance with a good pair of  

binoculars or a camera with a zoom lens. When you see loon 

nesting buoys, please stay away! Reynolds has witnessed loons 

being harassed on Latoka by jet skiers. He encourages anyone 

seeing this behavior to get the registration number of the  

watercraft and call your local DNR Conservation Officer,  

 

Mitch Lawler at 320-219-7765 or the Douglas County Water 

Patrol, 320-762-8151. Harassment of wildlife is a  

misdemeanor and a punishable offense.  

Another major threat to loons is the use of lead sinkers and jigs 

in fishing. Research around the nation has found that lead  

poisoning from lead fishing tackle is responsible for 12 to 50 

percent of adult loon deaths. An adult loon dies in two to three 

weeks after swallowing a lead sinker or jig. Loons swallow pea

-sized pebbles from the bottom of a lake (grit) to aid in diges-

tion. Split shot sinkers are the same size and once ingested by a 

loon the mortality rate is nearly 100 percent. Many states have 

banned the use of lead sinkers. Minnesota has not. There are 

alternative non toxic sinkers and jigs available at your local 

bait shops. More information on alternative sinkers and jigs can 

be found online at the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 

website. The article is called “Get The Lead Out.” 

 

Brian Reynolds: Keeper of the Latoka Loons 

Brian Reynolds with new loons nests and buoys 

A completed nest, ready for a pair of loons  

(photo by Brian Reynolds) 
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Minnesota’s state bird, the Common Loon, is more at home in 

the water than on land. Built like a torpedo, it swims under 

water in search of prey. Minnesota has more Common Loons 

than any other state except Alaska.  

Identification 

General description: Larger than a mallard but smaller than 

a goose, this water bird has a thick neck and a 

long, black bill. Its legs are set far back on its 

body, so it has an awkward gait on land. The 

male is slightly larger than the female, but other-

wise the two sexes look identical. 

 

Weight: Adult loons weigh 8 to 12 pounds. 

 

Color: The common loon has a black bill and a 

red eye. In summer it is a spotty black and white 

with a black/iridescent green head. In fall a 

“winter coat” that's gray above and white below 

replaces its summer plumage. 

 

Sounds: The common loon has four calls. The tremolo, 

which sounds a bit like maniacal laughter, is an aggressive 

call. The wail is a long, drawn-out sound. The hoot, a shorter 

call, is used to communicate among parents and young. The 

yodel is sounded by male loons guarding their territory. 

 

Reproduction: Loons don’t begin breeding until they are 

three or four years old. The male chooses a territory and  

attracts a mate. Together the male and female build a nest 

out of reeds and grasses on the edge of the water. They take 

turns incubating the one to two eggs the female lays. After 

28 to 30 days blackish brown chicks emerge from the eggs, 

soon ready for a swim. One of the ways parents care for their 

young is to carry them on their backs to keep them safe from 

fish and turtle predators. Young loons don't fly until they are 

more than two months old. 

Food: Loons like fish: panfish, perch, ciscoes, suckers, trout, 

bullheads, smelt, and minnows. They also may eat frogs, 

leeches, crayfish, mollusks, salamanders, amphipods,  

and insects. 

Natural Predators: Adult loons rarely are eaten by other 

animals (except bald eagles), but their young can fall prey to 

skunks, raccoons, foxes, snapping turtles, northern pike, and 

muskies. 

Habitat and range: Loons are found on lakes throughout 

central and northeastern Minnesota. In September,  

Minnesota’s adult loons travel to their winter home along  

the Atlantic coast from North Carolina south to Florida, or  

on the Gulf of Mexico. Younger loons follow a month  

or so later. 

Population and management: Minnesota has more loons 

(roughly 12,000) than any other state except Alaska. Threats 

to loons include human disturbance and pollutants such as 

lead and mercury. The DNR monitors loon populations with 

the help of volunteers to improve understanding of 

what our state bird needs to maintain a strong, 

healthy presence here. 

Fun facts: Loons’ lives are filled with fun facts.  

The bones of most birds are hollow and light, but 

loons have solid bones. 

The extra weight helps them dive as deep as 250 feet   

to search for food. They can stay underwater for up to 

five minutes. 

Because their bodies are heavy relative to their wing 

size, loons need a 100- to 600-foot “runway” in order 

to take off from a lake. 

                Loons can fly more than 75 miles per hour. 

                The red in the loon’s eye helps it to see under water. 

                Scientists think loons can live for 30 years or more. 

 

Common loon (Gavia immer) 

An adult pair of loons with chick   

(Photo by Brian Reymolds) 

Reprinted from www.dnr.state.mn.us/birds/commonloon 

For a close up look at loons nesting,  

visit the 

Minnesota Bound  

website for a live loon web cam.   

mnbound.com/live-loon-cam 
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Changes to Fishing Stocking 

from the association previously alternated between Little and 

Big Latoka on a yearly basis to ensure each side was  

benefiting. Now both will be stocked at the same time. The 

requests for donations for fish stocking will continue to go out 

yearly along with membership dues.  

Anglers are strongly encouraged to harvest the surplus of small 

northern pike (less than 21 inches) to reduce pike density and 

to release excessive predatory pressure off the yellow perch  

population. It will be very challenging to raise walleye  

numbers long term until the predator/prey imbalance is solved. 

Current state regulation is three in possession, not more than 

one over 30 inches. 

The fishing committee needs your help. Those wishing to get 

involved for potential volunteer opportunities and/or receive 

direct communication on committee action to improve angling 

may contact Chris Block directly at chrisblockre@gmail.com 

or through the association’s Facebook page: facebook.com/

groups/lakelatoka/  

 
 
 

Following the Department of Natural Resource’s (DNR)  

recommendation, Lake Latoka’s fishing committee has changed 

stocking of walleye to bi-annual from a previous annual  

occurrence. Fish stocking will occur on odd numbered years to 

alternate with the DNR’s even numbered years. The fish  

stocking fund at the end of 2016 was $5,546. This amount has 

been rolled over into 2017 and will be combined with additional 

donations for stocking in late fall of 2017.  

The DNR stocked 807 pounds of walleye in the fall of 2016.  

Since 2012 the DNR has increased the size of stocked walleye  

to improve survival rates. The fishing committee moving  

forward will mirror this practice with the stocking of larger  

walleye (9-12 inches). 

Good news from the DNR: due to more accurate mapping  

technology the littoral area has increased on Latoka, which   

determines how many walleye are stocked. The stocking quota 

will change from an average of 465 pounds to 538 pounds 

moving forward.  

The primary goal of rotating with the DNR on stocking in  

alternate years is to maximize the survival rates of young  

walleye and fish stocking funds. Lake Latoka has a major  

predator/prey imbalance with excessive northern pike and an 

unhealthy low level of  perch population. Besides predation there 

is fierce competition for food. A rotation method allows even  

stocking while not compounding the problem of adequate forage.  

The change in stocking frequency does not affect how much fish 

ultimately end up in the lake. It means with larger funds more 

fish will be stocked at one time. For example, private stocking 
Photo by Chris Block 

Ice Fishing Debris- a Danger to Boaters  
left to float out into the lake upon ice out. It is imperative that 

all the users of the lake clean up after themselves. Trash and 

debris left on the ice pollutes the 

lake and is dangerous to the boat-

ing public. Many thanks to the 

responsible property owner who 

removed these boards. The Lake 

Latoka Property Owners  

Association wants everyone to 

enjoy the lake and encourages 

everyone to care for the lake. If 

you see something on the shore or 

in the water that distracts from the 

safety and beauty of the lake, 

please take the time to clean it up. 

In late February a Lake Latoka property owner and member  

of the lake association found these 14 foot boards  

frozen into the deteriorating ice 

by the public access of  

Little Latoka. It is disappointing 

that someone, who mostly likely 

used these boards to help remove 

an ice house, left them in the 

lake. The concerned property 

owner took it upon himself to go 

back home to retrieve an ice pick 

and other tools to successfully 

remove them without falling 

through the ice. They are now 

stacked up on the landing. 

These boards would have been a 

boating hazard if they had been 
Boards that were found left in the ice 

mailto:chrisblockre@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/lakelatoka/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/lakelatoka/
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Lake Association Volunteers 

 Lake Association Board Members 
President: Eric Nelson (2017)1514 Firemans Lodge Road SW320-219-7396enelson@heartlandorthopedics.com 

Vice President: Chris Block (2019)3420 Latoka Bay Road SW651-307-7663chrisblockre@gmail.com 

Secretary: Connie Reuss (2019)1608 Firemans Lodge Road320-815-2664reuss@runestone.net 

Treasurer: Doug Ahrenstorff (2017)3766 Iona Way SW320-763-4300douglas.ahrenstorff@gmail.com 

Gary Deick (2017)1005 W Latoka Drive320-808-9394gddeick@gmail.com 

Harvey Kranzler (2017)1231 W Latoka Drive SW320-763-9763hkranzler@gmail.com 

Doug Kuelbs (2018)1092 Firemans Lodge Road507-227-2718djkuelbs51@gmail.com 

Bruce Luehmann (2018)633 W Latoka Drive SW320-219-7617luehmannbp@gmail.com 

Paul Wheeler (2019)3023 Vonderheide Dr SW320-762-5332dpwheeler@aol.com 

MPCA Water Quality Control Monitor, DNR Lake Level Gauge Reader and MPCA Secchi Disc Reader:  

Terry Orpentlo51@charter.net320-762-1708 

MPCA Water Quality Monitor: Gary Deickgddeick@gmail.com320-762-2538 

Douglas County Lake Association Representative: Vern Lorsungvlorsung@charter.net320-763-3892 

Data Base Manager for Mailing List: Sue Orpensorpen@charter.net320-762-1708 

Greeter for Big Lake Latoka: Karen Cookkcook@gctel.net320-762-8188 and Sue Orpensorpen@charter.net320-762-1708 

Greeter for Little Latoka: Doug Ahrenstorffdouglas.ahrenstorff@gmail.com320-763-4300 

Fishing Committee Chair: Chris Block651-307-7663chrisblockre@gmail.com 

Email Correspondents: Pat Jepsen and Tony Llopislakelatoka@hotmail.com 

North and South Sign Box Coordinator: Joan Akkermanakkerman@gctel.net320-759-1557 

Newsletter Editor: Rita Kuelbsritakuelbs@gmail.com507-227-0902 

Facebook Monitor and 4th of July Parade Coordinator: Chris Block651-307-7663chrisblockre@gmail.com 

Bausman attended our LLPOA Annual Meetings in 2015 and 

2016 to inform lake association members of the project. He 

took back input on what is important to property owners as 

MNDOT designed the bridge specifications. Bausman will  

attend the LLPOA May 6 annual meeting this year. He will 

have design exhibits and hopes to bring the project bridge  

engineer with him to help answer questions. Come and see the 

current design plans, hear the latest on the project schedule, and 

ask any questions you may have. 

The Interstate 94 bridge replacement project is progressing.  

Both the westbound and eastbound bridges that cross Lake  

Latoka are scheduled to be replaced beginning in 2018.   

Brian Bausman, MNDOT District 4 Project Manager, has  

informed the LLPOA Board that the preliminary bridge plans 

are complete and the final planning is in process. The bid letting 

is scheduled for September and could possibly be moved up  

depending on the final design progress. Depending on  

schedules, it is possible that initial lane crossover groundwork 

could begin yet this fall. 

I-94 Bridge Project Update  

Important Email Correspondence/Facebook 
If you would like to be on our list, email your name and  

email address to lakelatoka@hotmail.com and update your 

email address.  

Property owners are encouraged to email the Lake Association 

with questions or concerns. If you lose or find an item, email 

the association so a mass email can be sent out.  

You may also check Facebook for correspondence and updates: 

Facebook.com/groups/lakelatoka  

This winter emails were sent out from the lake association to 

Lake Latoka property owners concerning thefts of boats from 

lake banks and a house burglary that occurred on Little Latoka.  

During the course of the year the lake association also sends out 

emails concerning lost or found items that have disappeared 

during stormy weather. 

If you are not receiving these emails it is most likely because 

the lake association does not have an email address for you.  

mailto:chrisblockre@gmail.com
mailto:chrisblockre@gmail.com
mailto:chrisblockre@gmail.com


Lake Latoka Property Owners Association 

PO Box 102 

Alexandria, MN 56308 

Please help us keep our lakeshore ownership list up to date. We need your information for sending out the newsletters, compiling 

new Lake Latoka directories, and for sending welcome representatives to new lakeshore owners.  

Please contact Sue Orpen at 320-762-1708 or sorpen@charter.net, or Pat Jepsen at lakelatoka@hotmail.com if you: 

Own a vacation home on Lake Latoka but have changed your home mailing address. 

Have sold your property on Lake Latoka. 

Know of property that has changed hands on the lake. 

Have changed phone number and/or email address. 

Help Us Stay Current 

“The Lake Latoka Property Owner’s Association (LLPOA) 

is organized to encourage wise use and preservation of Lake 

Latoka in order to maintain the delicate ecological balance 

between the lake and adjacent shore lands. The association 

will coordinate and lead environment efforts to provide  

government and regulator liaisons, promote education and 

public awareness, and be the advocacy of Lake Latoka  

regarding lake shore issues.” 

Look us up for updates and important links  

(mobile friendly) 

latokaassociation.org 

Contact Us: lakelatoka@hotmail.com 

LLPOA is now on Facebook!  

Facebook.com/groups/lakelatoka  

Stay updated with the latest news, events, as well as what 

the  Lake Association is currently working on to protect 

and improve the lake. Lost a canoe or have something that 

washed up on shore? Feel free to post here! 

Find us online: Mission Statement 


